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Description and General Information

VirO2Syl is a stabilized super oxidizing 
agent that acts as a peroxodisulfate. 
Viro2Syl is used to inactivate bacteria, 
fungus and viruses.  It can pass through 
the cell’s membrane and reach the DNA. 
The application of VirO2Syl using direct-
injection techniques or wells will remove 
significant amounts of contamination 
from the subsurface (both soil and 
water). VirO2Syl creates a physical-
chemical coagulation reaction for 
treatment of water  contain ing 
petroleum hydrocarbons.

Viro2syl reacts with heavy metals, asbestos, mercury, cyanide, pesticides, and other 
inorganic contaminants producing pure oxygen and water as byproduct.

VIRO2SYL is also a powerful cleaner of biofilm  in (drinking) water distribution systems and 
water apparatus; it acts without changing taste, creating odor or harmful by-products. It is 
effective in both clear and turbid, or colored water;  and has a rapid rate of reaction. 

VirO2Syl has a unique  ability to penetrate and break up biological deposits such as biofilm. 
This is due to the super oxidizing effect. The ability of VirO2Syl to penetrate and break up 
biological deposits has been well demonstrated in numerous practical situations and 
evidenced through tests.

Please see Attachment 1 for more details on the operation of Viro2syl
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Approvals

At the federal level, Viro2Syl has been approved by the  United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and is part of the National Oil and 
Hazardous Substances Pollution Plan (NCP). 

In Louisiana, Viro2Syl is  listed as one of the Oil Spill Alternative Response 
Technologies by the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality. 
Viro2syl is also in the  list of products to be deployed in the 

remediation of BP oil spill in gulf of Mexico and coastal areas of Louisiana. 

In Florida, The  Florida Petroleum Cleanup Program encompasses the 
technical oversight, management, and administrative activities necessary to 
prioritize, assess, and cleanup sites contaminated by discharges of petroleum and petroleum 
products. 

Due to extensive  nature of the  Floridian aquifer (82,000 square miles 
beneath Florida and parts of Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina), 
this program  has a  substantial  list of requirements for the approval 
of products for remediation or cleanup. Viro2Syl received a 
distinguished mention from the Department of Environmental 
Protection, and is currently approved for aquifer, surface and deep drilling remediation. 

Please see attachment 2 from more details.
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Uses

Viro2syl has a vast range of applications, mainly because of its characteristics of super 
oxidizer and energetic agent. Viro2syl is formulated to  react with inorganic materials, 
viruses, bacterias, fungi and even biochemical warfare agents. 
Viro2syl creates an ideal condition for photosynthesis of the contaminants, and may  
leverage on the atmospheric oxygen and solar radiation to accelerate its reaction.

Mining

The mining industry uses products like  Sodium Cyanide  and Mercury to separate 
precious elements from other minerals. These products intoxicate miners and heavily 
pollute the environment. Viro2syl can super oxidize and break the covalent bonds 
holding the precious element in the same effectiveness, for a fraction of the cost.

Mine Remediation

There are  multiple mines that have been closed for their pollution, either by government 
regulations, or because its  impossible to operate them due to  the high levels of 
contaminants. VirO2Syl can reverse and eliminate the contamination, making possible to 
reopen the mines for the extraction of the remainder of the deposits of the mine.

Soil Contamination

Soil contamination is caused by the  presence of xenobiotic chemicals or other alteration 
in the natural soil environment. The standard processes for remediation of soil is to 
excavate  and take  the soil to  a disposal site away from  human or sensitive ecosystem 
contact, aeration of soils at the  contaminated site  with risk of creating air pollution or 
thermal remediation by introduction of heat to raise subsurface temperatures sufficiently 
high to volatize chemical contaminants out of the soil for vapor extraction.

Viro2syl eliminates contaminants from soil using direct-injection techniques or wells. The 
application process enables the product to be pressure injected into the zone of 
contamination and moved out into the  aquifer media. Once in the subsurface, VirO2Syl 
produces efficient oxidation reactions via a number of mechanisms including: surface 
mediated oxidation, direct oxidation and free radical oxidation.
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Water Pollution

Water pollution is the  undesirable change of physical, chemical and biological 
characteristics in the  water bodies which may cause harmful effects  on human or aquatic 
life. Viro2Syl leverages solar radiation, atmospheric conditions and water movement to 
super oxidize contaminants and accelerate photosynthesis. 

Oil Spills 

An oil spill is the release of petroleum hydrocarbon into the ocean or land. Coagulation 
of oil containing petroleum hydrocarbons; is one of the  most important physical-
chemical reactions used in water treatment with VirO2Syl.

Under sunlight, petroleum discharged at sea is subjected to photochemical modification. 
The light-induced polymerization of petroleum  components contribute  to the photo-
degradation process caused by photosynthesis of organic species. Aliphatic components 
do not significantly absorb solar light, and are by themselves photochemically inert. 
However, they can be degraded by photosensitized oxidation. The aromatic or polar 
components in petroleum and anthraquinone that is present in seawater can provoke the 
degradation of n-alkanes into terminal n-alkenes (a carbon-carbon double bond at 
position 1) and low-molecular-weight carbonyl compounds that can be digested by 
simple organisms.

Asbestos Remediation

Combining good reducing agents such as active metals including sodium, magnesium, 
aluminum, and zinc, which have  relatively small ionization energies and low electro-
negativities. Metal hydrides, such as NaH, CaH2, and LiAlH4, which formally contain the 
H- ion, are also  good reducing agents. Atoms, ions, and molecules that have  an 
unusually large  affinity for electrons tend to  be good oxidizing agents. Elemental 
fluorine, for example, is the  strongest common oxidizing agent. F2 is such a good 
oxidizing agent that metals, quartz ,coal tar and asbestos are reduced by an exothermic 
reaction to inert materials.

Coal Tar Hazardous Waste Remediation

Coal tar, coal tar creosote and oily wastes are often present as subsurface contaminants 
that may migrate below the water table, leaving a widely distributed residual source of 
contaminants leaching to the ground water. In situ chemical oxidation is a potentially 
viable  technology for the remediation of aquifers contaminated with creosote and coal 
tars. Viro2syl will be flushed through the contaminated area to oxidize aqueous 
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contaminants and enhance the mass transfer of contaminants from the oil phase. 
Viro2syl will accelerate the natural occurring decomposition process utilizing good 
reducing agents such as active  metals including sodium, magnesium, aluminum, and 
zinc, which have relatively small ionization energies and low electro-negativities. Metal 
hydrides, such as NaH, CaH2, and LiAlH4, which formally contain the H- ion, are also 
good reducing agents.

These are  only a few examples of the applications of Viro2syl. Please note that a detailed 
study is conducted prior each application of Viro2syl. This study includes the type  of 
contaminants, contamination levels, topographic conditions, environmental constraints, 
among other variables. This study will yield data to formulate the precise concentration of 
Viro2Syl and the specific protocol for its application. 

Please review Attachment 1 for more details on the operation of viro2syl.
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Attachment 1

The High Performance Characteristics Of  VirO2Syl 

VirO2Syl is a  stabilized super oxidizing agent that acts as a peroxodisulfate.  It is known to 
react with educing radicals and a-hydroxyalkyl radicals that produce  OH or sulfate radicals, 
respectively.  This reaction may be due to either an electron transfer reaction   or a radical 
substitution.  The rate constants of these  reactions are  moderate. Methyl radical has been 
reported to react with hydrogen peroxide with a rate constant of 3.5 × 107 dm. Viro2Syl 
has been shown to effectively oxidize thiols over a range of temperatures and 
concentrations.  Catalysis is sometimes required for vigorous oxidation.  VirO2Syl is 
stabilized and acts as a high performance oxidizer forming the  catalytic effect required to 
process the methane thiols and reduce their concentrations to safe  levels and have the 
added bonus of reducing the odors normally associated with decomposition. 

Viro2Syl is used to inactivate cells, e.g. microorganisms.  It can pass through the cell’s 
membrane and reach the DNA.  VirO2Syl reacts with adventitious transition metal ions 
yielding OH radicals via a Fenton-type  reaction.  The VirO2Syl product ratios that are formed 
under such conditions differ from those formed by OH radicals that were generated by 
ionizing radiation. This reaction will allow for the depletion of methane gases permeating 
into the atmosphere and the ground water where both microbes and other organisms 
require oxygen to survive.  Petroleum produces Methane Thiols which are toxic in high 
levels.  Our product, VirO2Syl will react with the methane gases by acting as a  reducing 
agent and will form the  bonds to  render it safe to the  Eco systems. The  reagents will 
continue to  serve  as a source of oxygen for indigenous microbes to polish the residual.  This 
will result in the oxidation process that may kill some microbes, however it may not 
necessarily kill all of them, and they will recover to polish the residual content.

VirO2Syl application will remove significant amounts of contamination from the subsurface 
(both soil and water) and is applied using direct-injection techniques or wells. The 
application process enables the product to be pressure injected into the zone of 
contamination and moved out into the aquifer media. Once in the subsurface, VirO2Syl 
produces efficient oxidation reactions via a number of mechanisms including: surface 
mediated oxidation, direct oxidation and free radical oxidation. These reactions destroy a 
range of contaminants and can be propagated in the presence of the product for periods of 
up to 30 days on a  single injection.  VirO2Syl produces minimal heat and is  highly 
compatible with follow-on enhanced bioremediation application. Electro-migration is the 
main mechanism for the VirO2Syl process.  The direction and rate of movement of an ionic 
species will depend on its charge, both in magnitude and polarity, as well as the  magnitude 
of the electro-osmosis-induced flow velocity of the  particles in the redox reaction when the 
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catalyst is  stimulated by contaminants. Non-ionic species, both inorganic and organic, will 
also be oxidized and reduced by the electro-osmosis  mechanism. "Enhanced Oxidation" is 
achieved by electro-kinetic transport of contaminants toward the polarized silver particles 
that stabilize or catalyze the H2O2 concentrate. When organic or inorganic contaminants 
such as hydrocarbons, heavy metals or waste  media are present in the water or soil, the 
reaction will be catalyzed by the electron balancing. 

Coagulation of oil containing petroleum hydrocarbons; is  one of the most important 
physical-chemical reactions used in water treatment with VirO2Syl. The precipitation of ions 
(heavy metals) and silver colloids (organic and inorganic) are mostly held in solution by 
electrical charges. By the addition of ions with opposite charges, these colloids can be 
destabilized; coagulation can be achieved by chemical and electrical methods.  It is 
generally accepted that coagulation is brought about primarily by the reduction of the net 
surface  charge to a point where the colloidal particles, previously stabilized by electrostatic 
repulsion, can approach closely enough for Van Der Waals forces to hold them together and 
allow aggregation. The reduction of the surface charge is a consequence of the decrease of 
the repulsive potential of the electrical double layer by the presence of an electrolyte having 
opposite charge (colloidal silver).  In this process, charged ionic species - metals or 
otherwise - are  removed from  wastewater by allowing it to  react with an ion having an 
opposite charge.

Under sunlight, petroleum discharged at sea is subjected to photochemical modification. The 
light-induced polymerization of petroleum components contribute to  the photo-degradation 
process caused by photosynthesis of organic species. An increase in the polar fraction and a 
decrease in the aromatic fraction have also been observed. Aliphatic components do not 
significantly absorb solar light, and are  by themselves photochemically inert. However,they 
can be degraded by photosensitized oxidation. The aromatic or polar components in 
petroleum and anthraquinone that is present in seawater can provoke the degradation of n-
alkanes into terminal n-alkenes (a carbon-carbon double bond at position 1) and low-
molecular-weight carbonyl compounds that can be digested by simple organisms.

The in situ environment for most soil and/or groundwater sites includes a water table which 
is the uppermost level of the below-ground, geological formation that is saturated with 
water. Water pressure in the pores of the  soil or sand is equal to atmospheric pressure. The 
source of the oxidizing agent and the  substantially pH neutralized catalytic reagent can be 
administered to the in situ environment by any method considered conventional 
methodology. For example, administration can be directly into the groundwater through a 
horizontal or vertical well or into subterranean soil through a  well or infiltration trenches at 
or near the site of contamination. In a preferred form of the  present method, the capillary 
fringe constitutes the  in situ environment for treatment of the  majority of contaminants that 
are less dense than water. 
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Contamination that is denser than water (i.e. Dense non aqueous phase liquids or DNAPLs) 
mostly resides at or near the bottom of the saturated zone due to its  tendency to sink in 
water (e.g. chlorinated solvents). In a preferred form of the  present method, the saturated 
zone  constitutes the in situ environment for treatment of the majority of contaminants that 
are denser than water. The stabilized source of the  oxidizing agent and catalytic reagent are 
administered into the bottom layers of the  saturated zone through wells or trenches and the 
like.

The saturation depth or depth of the saturated zone is very high at some contaminated sites 
(greater than 10-20 feet). Treatment of contamination in the saturated zone at such sites is 
achieved by varying the depth at which the stabilized source of the oxidizing agent and 
catalytic reagent are  administered. Typically, injection wells with adjustable depth injectors 
are utilized at sites with high saturation depth. In a  preferred form of the methodology, the 
depth variation is performed after each treatment cycle in increments varying from 5-10 
feet.

As previously indicated, the  product can be  administered under elevated pressures into hard 
to reach places such as fractures within underlying shoreline. These  fractures are  collecting 
places for contaminants which are  typically more dense than water. When administered the 
oxidizing agents are able to penetrate  the fractures, contact the contaminants and convert 
the same to harmless compounds.

Injection of the stabilized source of the oxidizing agent and the  catalytic reagent can be 
accomplished by installing steel lined wells or open hole type wells into  the sediment and 
shoreline  mud. Packers and bladders conventionally employed in downhole drilling can be 
employed to assist in isolating discrete  fractures and accessing the contaminants with the 
reagents. The oxidizers are then injected into the fractures at applied elevated pressures, 
typically in the range of from about 20 to 100 psi.

In addition, unlike conventional Fenton's systems which are highly dependent on pH and 
require aggressive adjustment of site pH to acidic conditions, it has been found that the 
present system functions efficiently at substantially neutral pH ranges, consistent with 
native pH found in many subsurface environments.

As indicated above, the stabilized source of the oxidizing agent and the metal catalyst 
reagent can be  administered directly into the  in situ environment in a premixed solution.  
More specifically, a sample of the soil and/or groundwater is analyzed to determine the 
concentration of the contaminants of interest (e.g. hydrocarbons). Analysis of volatile 
hydrocarbons can be made by gas chromatographic/mass spectrometric systems which 
follow, for example, EPA Method 624 for aqueous samples and EPA Method 8260 for soil 
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samples. Semi-volatiles are  analyzed in a similar manner according to, for example, EPA 
Method 625 for aqueous samples and EPA Method 8270 for soil samples.

Results from these  analyses are used to determine the reagent combinations for treatment 
of the sample  based on the type and concentration of the contaminants. A specific molar 
ratio of the  reagents is used for the  sample based on prior research, comparative samples 
and the like. Typical sample weights can be in the range of from about 120 to 150 grams.

Sample  analysis is also employed to determine the  number of treatment cycles which may 
be necessary to achieve the desired reduction in the level of contaminants. While one 
treatment cycle may be used, it is often desirable to  employ a  plurality of treatment cycles 
depending on the type and concentration of pollutants. The number of treatment cycles is 
determined in part by monitoring the performance  of the reagents, particularly the source of 
the oxidizing agent once injected into the soil and/or groundwater.

Viro2Syl  has been shown to effectively oxidize thiols over a range of temperatures and 
concentrations. Catalysis is sometimes required for vigorous oxidation. VirO2Syl is stabilized 
and acts as a high performance oxidizer forming the catalytic effect required to process  the  
methane  thiols and reduce their concentrations to safe levels.  If methane thiol is present, 
or if a complete  deodorization is desired, more  rigorous oxidation is necessary. This requires 
all or some of the following: presence of catalyst, most conveniently in the form of a soluble 
iron salt (e.g., ferrous sulfate), excess hydrogen peroxide, and elevated temperatures. In 
salt water this process is accelerated by exposure to sunlight where the  gases are converted 
to low to moderate  levels combined with oxygen that is produced by the photo reaction and 
oxidative process. The final result will be a remediated environment that is safe, organic and 
friendly to the Eco System, yielding high levels of performance.
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ATTACHMENT 2 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection Approval 
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Attachment 3

Antimicrobial Activity of Viro2syl
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